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Music has become an industry of haves and have-nots.
The haves consist of the handful of musicians who command
millions of dollars a year from touring, merchandising,
endorsing brands, and, in effect, operating their own
brands. They are represented by the top 30 highestearning musicians ranked in Forbes magazine each
year, earning into the billions among them.
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The have-nots consist of everyone else: the up-andcoming young musicians trying to make a name in
an increasingly cluttered world in which anyone on
Soundcloud can act as musician, distributor, and
publisher; and the already-established performers who
support their music by licensing their songs wherever
they can and having second careers elsewhere.
Call the haves the new music moguls. The new music
moguls write their own rules, which oftentimes apply
to the have-nots, and sometimes not. Touring, where
the music moguls make millions, is a money-losing
proposition for many have-nots, as writer Mike
Errico made clear in a recent New York Times
analysis. But the music moguls are bellwethers in
many ways, such as their ability to treat brands as DJs
to share their music with a broader audience. We’re
now seeing media platforms such as Muzooka help
everyday musicians form relationships with brands.
The ebook you’re now reading, The New Music
Moguls, examines how the world’s most powerful
musicians not only make music but seemingly make
the industry bend to their collective will. In this
ebook, I discuss the lessons that the music moguls
have to share. I have two audiences in mind:
•

Anyone who aspires to break through in the
fractured music industry.

•

Anyone who aspires to build a brand, period,
regardless of your industry affiliation. Music
moguls can teach all marketers something

about the many elements of a successful brand,
including engaging an audience, picking your
partnerships wisely, and being resilient.
This is not a primer, though. Instead, I use a
storytelling approach by profiling five music moguls:
·

Katy Perry, who treats her songs like little morsels
of branded content to build her image.

·

Rihanna, who demonstrates the value of creating
a smart brand partnership.

·

Adele and Taylor Swift, who have mastered the
art of fan engagement but in very different ways.

·

Justin Bieber, who has taught us how to play
the media to regain fan love and rehabilitate his
image after falling from grace.

·

Lady Gaga, who is the consummate music mogul
for a number of reasons, ranging from her ability
to engage fans to her ongoing cultural relevance.

I draw partly from the Forbes list of the highest-paid
musicians for 2015. I also include some names that
were not on the list but probably will be when Forbes
updates the list in December 2016: Adele, Justin
Bieber, and Rihanna. The music moguls matter not
just because they make money -- although their
financial gains certainly constitute a yardstick by
which their success is measured -- but because they
illustrate the power of artists to create rules for others
to follow. Here are their stories.

How do the music elite make their
money? Not by recording music.

Here is a representative sample:

Who Are The Music Moguls?
A Sample from Forbes

Elite stars such as Katy Perry, Taylor Swift, and
Justin Timberlake cash in from touring, forming
endorsement deals with brands, and by launching
their own business ventures. Consumers just don’t
buy enough recorded music anymore to support the
performers we say we love.
The industry’s biggest stars play by a new set of
rules: build your fan base with music, but make
your money elsewhere. Musicians such as Jay Z have
become music moguls, extending their reach beyond
music into businesses such as spirits, food, and
clothing. The moguls treat their own music as branded
content hustled across multiple media including
streaming services, YouTube and Vevo, and co-brands
with corporate DJs such as Apple and Samsung. They
don’t expect to make money off their musical content.
They expect to achieve brand visibility.

An Industry Snapshot
Forbes ranked the most successful musicians of 2015
based on pre-tax income earned from June 2014June 2015. All of them made huge bucks, starting
with Katy Perry, the top-ranked musician with $135
million earned. The lowest ranking musicians, Dr.
Dre and Maroon 5, made $33 million each. The
entire list is available on Forbes.com via this link.

Rank

Name

1

Katy Perry

Amount Earned
$135 million

2

One Direction

$130 million
$90 million

3

Garth Brooks

4

Taylor Swift

$80 million

5

The Eagles

$73.5 million

6

Calvin Harris

$66 million

7

Justin Timberlake

$63.5 million

8

Diddy

$60 million

9

Fleetwood Mac

$59.5 million

10

Lady Gaga

$59 million

12

Ed Sheeran

$57 million

13

Jay Z

$56 million

16

Toby Keith

$53 million

21

Kenny Chesney

$42 million

28

Jimmy Buffett

$36 million

Tiesto

$36 million

30

Maroon 5

$33 million

Dr. Dre

$33 million

The top earners reflect genres ranging from country to
hip-hop. Collectively, they earned nearly $1.5 billion.
They are members of the music elite.

The Katy Perry Formula for Success
Katy Perry made her $135 million from touring
(playing 126 shows and earning $2 million per venue)
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cake, and flying around the audience in a seat
festooned with balloons and confetti. Music was
the content underlying the experience, which
grossed more than $204.5 million (not all that
money figured into the Forbes calculation for 2015
because of the time period being measured).
She complements the music with heavy use of social
media, especially on Twitter, which she famously
uses to engage with fans, give a behind-the-scenes
look at her life, and share a more personal side.
She would be nowhere without her recorded music.
But her recorded music is not sufficient to make her a
millionaire several times over.

and endorsing products such as Claire’s, Coty, and
CoverGirl.
She told Forbes, “Music has changed. The record is
that launching pad for all kinds of other creative
branches.”
Katy Perry typifies how stars treat music as branded
content that fuels a number of broader endeavors. She’s
not counting on the sale of recorded songs or albums
to carry the day although she certainly sells plenty of
recorded music. Instead, she relies on recorded music
as a means to achieve three objectives:
1) Maintain Visibility for Her Personal Brand
She makes her song catalog available widely to
streaming services and releases videos regularly.
She’s responsible for two of the 10 most popular
YouTube videos of all time.
2) Cozy up to Brands
She forms relationships with brands to launch songs,
as she did when she debuted her song “Every Day Is
a Holiday” in an H&M commercial and streamed the
track into H&M stores. She also modeled the H&M
Holiday collection and drew attention to her own line
of holiday-themed onesies.
3) Earn Megadollars from Touring
Her tours usually consist of theatrical experience
with bells, whistles, and visual staging. She
promised that her most recent tour, the Prismatic
World Tour, would be a “feast for the eyes,” and
the spectacle did not disappoint. A typical show

If the Katy Perry formula seems crass, remember
that the record has to be a launching pad for
something else if an artist is to make it at all let
alone become a superstar. Digital long ago killed
music recording as a viable form of moneymaking,
and the record-buying public was an accomplice.
First came the singles-friendly download format,
which destroyed the more lucrative album as an
art form. Then came streaming, which has been
eroding the commercial value of singles and
albums. Almost every artist on the Forbes list was
touring — and usually heavily so — in 2015, with
album releases providing the music content for
the tour. It has taken months for Taylor Swift’s 1989
to sell an impressive 8.6 million copies worldwide,

featured multiple sets that included moments
such as Katy Perry performing in Egyptian garb
on a golden horse, feting an audience member
on a throne on top of a giant rotating birthday
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But Diddy is something like two businesses, man.
At age 24, he founded Big Boy Records and never
looked back. In the 1990s, he focused mostly on
building a music empire as producer, performer,
and impresario. In 1998, he expanded beyond
music, founding the Sean John clothing line, and
throughout the 2000s, he diversified his business
ventures, including the establishment of DeLeon
tequila, as well as a co-brand with Cirac vodka and
stakes in Revolt TV and Aquahydrate. He has a
reported net worth of $735 million.

for which she probably earned millions, but Taylor
Swift can pull down millions for a single show in
one day.

Meet the New Moguls
Musicians have been earning money from product
endorsements and co-branding deals for years, and
in 2015, the biggest names continued to cash in on
lucrative relationships with businesses. They all
follow the Katy Perry rules for success by using their
songs as a means to an end. Some of the baby boomer
acts simply dip into their deep catalog of music
without sharing new content. The Rolling Stones’s
“Miss You,” recorded in 1978, recently resurfaced
in an advertisement for Jose Cuervo spirits.

Meantime, many other artists have carved out their
own entrepreneurial paths. Lady Gaga has been
hawking Fame perfume since 2012. Kenny Chesney,
Toby Keith, and Justin Timberlake have their own
branded spirits. And let’s not forget Dr. Dre, who
famously enjoyed a $620 million payday in 2014
due to the sale of his Beats Electronics to Apple
and continues to benefit from his relationship with
Apple.

But what’s especially interesting about the 2015 class
is the number of musicians who have their own
branded products and business outside their music.

Then there’s the curious case of Jimmy Buffett,
who has parlayed the popularity of one hit song
from 1977 into a business empire that includes
restaurants, food, booze, and book publishing. He
is one of only seven authors — whose company

includes Ernest Hemingway and John Steinbeck
— to have a Number One book on both The New
York Times Fiction and Nonfiction bestseller lists.
Yes, that Jimmy Buffett.
The superstars on the Forbes list, led by Katy Perry,
understand that they are brands as well as artists.
Their non-music business ventures are a natural
extension of how they operate inside the music
industry. Music will always be the heart and soul of
the artists, or else they would not make the Forbes
list. But music is a means to a bigger end.

Diddy and Jay Z are the quintessential moguls,
setting the gold standard for other artists. In 1996, Jay
Z cofounded of Roc-A-Fella Records, and then a few
years later cofounded Rocawear clothing line. (He
would go on to sell his rights to Rocawear for $204
million.) Today Jay Z operates businesses such as
his entertainment company Roc Nation (founded in
2008) and Armand de Brignac champagne (which he
acquired in 2014). As he famously put it, “I’m not a
business man, I’m a business, man.”
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Rihanna and Samsung:
The Art of the Co-Brand
Rihanna’s Anti went platinum in 15
hours. But before you think, “albums
are back!” bear in mind a big caveat:
Samsung bought 1 million copies
of the album and gave them away.

Rihanna and Samsung have been creating digital
content together including video, website, and
social media posts. Oh, and Samsung agreed to buy
one million copies of Anti.

For Rihanna and Samsung, Anti going platinum
is not about record sales — it’s about creating a
moment that earns attention for two giant brands
at a time when attention is currency, as analyst and
writer Brian Solis has noted. There are many more
moments to come, her Anti World Tour kicks into
high gear, where the real money is made.

What $25 Million Will Buy a Brand
A platinum album is certified by the Recording
Industry Association of America (RIAA) as selling
at least 1 million copies — a difficult feat to achieve
in the digital age. Only three albums released in 2015
went platinum: Adele’s 25; Drake’s If You’re Reading
This, It’s Too Late; and Justin Bieber’s Purpose.

Samsung, in turn, gave away one million free
download codes to its customers. Each of those
downloads came with a 60-day free trial to Tidal, the
high-end streaming service that counts Rihanna as
one of its owners. The entire album was available on
Tidal before any other streaming service could have
access to it.

Adele, Drake, and Justin Bieber all earned their sales
through purchases by consumers. But Rihanna rolls
differently. In 2015, she signed a $25 million deal with
Samsung, through which Samsung sponsors her
album and tour, and Rihanna promotes Samsung’s
Galaxy line of products. As part of their relationship,

In effect, Samsung has acted as a music promoter
and distributer, a common role for brands to play
as artists find new ways to share their music amid
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the converging worlds of music, technology, and
branding. Samsung has played this role before. In
2013, Samsung bought 1 million copies of Jay Z’s
Magna Carta Holy Grail and distributed the album
through a special app before Magna Carta Holy Grail
went on sale. Samsung reportedly paid $5 for
every album, meaning Magna Carta Holy Grail sold
$5 million before a consumer purchased a single
copy. At the time, the RIAA was inspired to change
the way it tracks the sale of digital albums to
account for the one million units sold instantly.

Platinum Winners
Reportedly, Jay Z was involved in the negotiations for
the Rihanna/Samsung deal, which makes sense — Jay
Z’s Roc Nation is Rihanna’s record label. He is one of
four winners of the Rihanna/Samsung relationship:
• Rihanna. She has a platinum album out of the
gate, even if Billboard doesn’t certify it officially as
such. And as Tidal co-owner, she benefits from any
boost in subscribership that Tidal receives from the
Samsung promotion. More importantly, though, the
buzz created by Anti will build fan excitement for her
68-date Anti World Tour, occurring throughout 2016.
For the world’s wealthiest musicians, the big money
comes from touring, not recording, as opposed to
the era when tours supported albums. But with
the exception of baby boomer acts like the Rolling
Stones, artists need new music to keep their tours

fresh and their names visible. Anti gives Rihanna
newly minted branded content to fuel her tour.
• Samsung. Rihanna uses her reach to hustle the
Samsung name. She hawks Samsung phones in
ads and talks about Samsung to the millions of
fans who follow her across social media channels.
And Samsung gets to remind everyone that it’s the
anti-Apple, working with millennial-friendly artists
while Apple stays in bed with aging rock stars and
fumbles its own attempt to play music distributor.
• Jay Z. As noted, his Roc Nation management
company (which he founded in 2008) also acts as
the record label for Anti. Roc Nation is an intriguing
multimedia company involved in sports, music, and
live entertainment, including a partnership with Live
Nation that will no doubt benefit from the Anti World
Tour. Rihanna, Jay Z, and J. Cole are the biggest names
on the Roc Nation record label — and Rihanna’s
going to be the biggest cash machine in 2016.
• Tidal. Getting Anti before any other streaming
service is a huge coup for Tidal, which needs
a shot in the arm. According to Tidal, Anti was
streamed 13 million times in 14 hours. Tidal,
reportedly struggling and looking for buyers,
needs more deals like this one to give listeners a
reason to choose a premium streaming service over
more established competitors such as Spotify and
Pandora.

Taking Co-branding to a New Level

Rihanna and Samsung are moving a lot of music
together and creating some interesting content.
They have earned our attention. But attention can
be lost easily, especially in our multi-tasking, multimedia world in which snaps, tweets, Facebook
posts, videos, and Instagram moments are, at best,
fleeting impressions. To turn attention into sustained
engagement and interest, Rihanna and Samsung will
need to create more moments together — including
mobile “micro-moments,” which Google defines as
times when people use their mobile phones to decide
what to do, where to go, and what to buy. The 2016
Anti tour is the launching pad for those moments.

Musicians and brands have played together for
decades, with companies acting as sponsors for
concerts, concert venues, and musicians themselves,
and musicians endorsing products through
advertisements and product placements. In the
2000s, those relationships have become more
sophisticated and content-driven — and not just
for the A-list superstar bands. OK Go has famously
collaborated with State Farm in the creation of
music videos, as has Deerhunter and Intel. (In 2012,
I created a content-driven co-brand between
agency iCrossing and producer Jermaine Dupri.)
Samsung has an uncanny knack for creating great
content-driven moments that earn our attention,
including the behind-the-scenes engineering of the most
popular selfie of all time, courtesy of Ellen DeGeneres
and the 2014 Academy Awards. So far, Samsung’s
relationship with Rihanna has relied on the creation of
visual moments (such as with an Instagram account)
and a gaming experience available through an
app. Oddly enough, Samsung did little to promote Anti
on launch day, though, seemingly letting Rihanna do all
the work. The next frontier for Samsung and Rihanna
occurs during the Anti World Tour, where the two brands
have 68 opportunities to create many more moments.
The two might want to borrow a page from Lady
Gaga and Virgin Mobile USA. In 2011, Lady Gaga and
Virgin engineered a promotion through which Lady
Gaga called fans from onstage using a Virgin Mobile
USA phone. And during Lady Gaga’s 2013 Born
This Way Tour, Lady Gaga and Virgin Mobile USA
partnered to engage fans and raise awareness for
youth homelessness through an inspired campaign
that relied heavily on social media.
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Adele and Taylor Swift:
The Diva and the BFF
Adele and Taylor Swift succeed by
writing and performing personal
songs that connect emotionally with a
fan base consisting mostly of women.

Adele cultivates mystique. She is not quite a private
diva like Barbra Streisand was in the 1970s, but she’s
nowhere near as accessible as Taylor Swift is. From
January 2015 to February 2016, she had tweeted a total
of 25 times, and she vets everything she tweets. Her
social posts usually consist of bland news about her
career. Adele maintains a private reserve. She does
not do commercial endorsements. There is a sense
of vulnerability about her, informed by her real-life
experience of enduring a career-threatening throat
ailment in 2011. She is only 27, but she seems like an
old soul, which is evident in her videos.

But they have pursued markedly different approaches
to building their personal brands and connecting
with their fans.

Accessibility and Mystique
Taylor Swift is all about accessibility. She saturates the
public eye by courting the news media, being open on
social media, touring heavily, and doing endorsement
deals that keep her face visible. But she’s not only everpresent; she also connects as personally with her fans
as a pop star can. When she released her massiveselling album 1989 in October 2014, she surprised a
few lucky fans by holding “secret sessions” consisting
of exclusive previews of the album. She even brought
baked cookies to the sessions. She is a constant presence
on social media, commenting on her life, sharing visual
stories, and reaching out to her fans on their own
social accounts. Her social content is genuine, earning
accolades from branding experts. Through social, she
excels at “treating your fans like friends,” in the words
of interactive marketing executive Joshua Swanson.

Moments and The Moment
Taylor Swift creates moments. Adele creates
The Moment. In 2008, Adele broke through to
U.S. audiences by owning a huge moment: an
appearance on Saturday Night Live in which she
sang “Chasing Pavements” and “Cold Shoulder”
from 19. The appearance triggered a spike in sales
for 19 and made her a superstar in the States. In
2015, she marked the release of 25 with another
highly publicized and well-received Saturday
Night Live appearance that created a surge in
SNL viewership. She followed up SNL with
appearances on The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy
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Both Adele and Taylor Swift are protective of their
music, famously withholding their albums from
streaming services such as Spotify. In 2014, Swift
withdrew all her music from Spotify because she
believes Spotify hurts music sales and fails to
compensate artists properly (a view that is shared
by many, to say the least). Adele restricted 25 from
streaming services (and had initially done so for
her last album, 21) to protect music sales.

Fallon and TODAY broadcast a one-hour special
concert December 14, 2015, on NBC (it was a prolific
time for NBC and Adele).
Adele is well suited for engineering giant moments
that rely on the reach of mass media such as TV.
She can use her powerful voice and commanding
physical presence to make an impact through a
televised concert. Television is not as kind to Taylor
Swift. Her lighter voice and willowy presence seem
small when she performs on televised events such
as The Grammys. She is better off creating her
own moments on social media and in her own well
choreographed concerts and videos, where she
can surround herself with a stage that plays up her
assets. Each stop in her global, 85-show 1989 tour has
triggered branding micro moments as fans capture
the experience through Instagram, Tumbler,
Twitter, and other social platforms. Her tradition
of sending personal gifts to fans (moments she has
documented on YouTube), dubbed “Swiftmas,” is
a brilliant example of Swift at her best (even if she
did attract some snarky criticism for attempting
to trademark the term).

This is not to say that they’ve withheld their music
from the digital realm — far from it. Swift streamed
her 1989 World Tour video exclusively on Apple
Music December 20, 2015, as part of a broader cobranding relationship. Meantime, Adele’s single
“Hello” has become the second-fastest video ever
to hit 100 million YouTube views ever. Taylor
Swift’s “Blank Space” and “Shake It Off” have about
2.8 billion views between them as of February 2016.
“Hello” and “Shake It Off” also express the distinct
personas of these two superstars: the moody “Hello”
dramatizes Adele’s brooding romanticism while the
quirky and playful “Shake It Off” celebrates Swift’s
chirpy optimism.
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week of release, 25 sold more
than 3 million copies, setting
a new record for most album
sales in a single week — a feat
even more impressive when
you consider that the previous
record
holder,
NSYNC,
achieved its numbers before
the era of digital downloading
and streaming. At one point,
25 was accounting for nearly
half of all music sales.

They Speak through Music

Their strategies are working handsomely. Billboard
recently named Taylor Swift its top artist for 2015.
1989 is only the fifth album to spend its first year in
the weekly Billboard 200’s top 10. When her 1989
tour wrapped up in December 2015, it had earned
more than $250 million. She is the first and only
artist to have three albums sell more than one million
copies in the opening release week. As noted, 1989
has sold 8.6 million units, globally and even though
the album was released in 2014, it was the top seller
of 2015 — until Adele’s 25 became the year’s biggest
seller only three days after its November 20 release.
Within its first seven weeks of release, 25 had sold
15 million copies worldwide, including about 8
million in the United States. And in just its first

But most importantly, Adele
and Taylor Swift connect with
their fans by writing personal
songs about their lives,
oftentimes about the ups and
downs of relationships. They
have inherited the mantel of
heartfelt singer-songwriter from the likes of Carole
King, Joni Mitchell, and Stevie Nicks. By drawing
upon universal themes such as the heartbreak of loss,
the joy of independence and sexual liberation, and
the pleasures of growing up, Adele and Taylor Swift
write songs that appeal to a broad audience. Their
personal brands extend the reach of their songs even
more widely.
It remains to be seen whether lesser artists can afford
to avoid streaming like Adele and Taylor Swift have
done. Few musicians have the clout they possess. But
without question, their approaches for creating fan
engagement through personal music, social media,
and traditional media, constitute a winning formula
for any musician.

unthinkable a year ago, after a binge of epically bratty
behavior turned the Biebs into a pariah by age 20.

Justin Bieber is back.
In 2015, the onetime scourge of western civilization
reestablished his musical relevance with his firstever Number One single (“What Do You Mean?”) on
the Billboard Hot 100 and an album, Purpose, that was
Number One on the Billboard charts until Adele’s 25
juggernaut steamrolled the universe.

Why is Justin Bieber enjoying the greatest comeback
in music history since Elvis returned from the brink
of Hollywood B-movie exile? A number of factors
come into play. Clearly, he and his manager Scooter
Braun are engineering a charm offensive dating back
several months when he issued a public apology
on his Facebook page. He has played the media
carefully and adroitly. He was relaxed, easygoing,
and funny in his Carpool Karaoke segments
on The Late Late Show with James Corden,
and penitent in a November Billboard cover story,
in which he confessed, “I was close to letting fame
completely destroy me.” (The same article also
described Bieber’s attendance at a religious service

On November 13, he earned the most streams in a
single day (36 million) and then broke the record for
most album streams in a single week (205 million).
With 17 songs on the December 5 Billboard Hot 100,
he broke a record held by the Beatles and Drake
for having the most songs in the Billboard Hot 100
in a single week. His 58-date Purpose World Tour is
an ambitious undertaking that would have been
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and friendship with a pastor.) Bieber as a performer
has revealed a warmth and vulnerability, weeping
onstage at the MTV VMAs in August and opening
himself up to fans by taking questions from the
audience during an intimate (and wildly popular)
mini-tour no doubt intended to foam the runway for
his Purpose World Tour.

and focused on personal growth, you see a change
in the music. His fans will come with him because
they’ve grown up, too.”

But acting like a nice guy is only part of the story.
With his music and his persona, he’s leaving
behind the child star and becoming a fully realized
young man, confident in his musical powers and
embracing a sensual masculinity. To wit: about
the time he was apologizing to fans on Facebook
in January 2015, he appeared in a provocative, arty
photo spread for Calvin Klein that cast him in a
whole new sexually charged context that no one
saw coming.
Ashley Sandal, a 26-year-old marketing professional
in Chicago, is the kind of person Bieber probably
needs to court to make a permanent transition to
grown-up star. She says, “Justin Bieber didn’t appeal
to me when he was a teenybopper. But he’s older. He’s
changed. And so has his music.” Sandal is attending
one of Bieber’s Chicago appearances during his
Purpose tour. She secured tickets the day they went
on sale.
So far, the makeover is gaining traction with the
news media. He was recently the subject of
a positive profile from The Guardian, which
focused on his “resurrection,” and The New York
Times noted his surging popularity in an article
about his and Ariana Grande’s performances
November 29 at the American Music Awards. Even
the perennially snarky TMZ referred to him as
“the comeback kid” in lauding his “triumphant
return on stage” at the VMAs. He still has a lot
of work to do, though. According to YouGov, a
market research company, 56 percent of consumers
polled either “don’t like” or “really don’t like” him as
of January 3, 2016 (although it must be said that on
June 7, 2015, 89 percent responded the same way —
so his numbers are improving).

More surprises were in store with his music. The
use of Bieber’s vocals in the Diplo and Skillrex
collaboration “Where Are Ü Now” legitimized
Bieber in the more mature EDM genre. The
Skillrex-produced “Sorry,” widely interpreted
as a both a mea culpa to ex-girlfriend Selena
Gomez and to his fans, gained critical praise for its
depth and dance sensibility (Mikael Wood of The
Los Angeles Times described the song as an “airy
tropical-house banger”). “What Do You Mean?”
which he co-produced, was not only popular, it
was also named the best song of 2015 by Spin.

But Americans love a comeback. So long as Justin
Bieber stays out of trouble and stays focused on
music, he’s well on his way.

With Bieber embracing genres such as EDM and
tropical house, it’s quite likely that he is attracting a
more mature fan base. Def Jam CEO Steve Bartels
told Billboard, “Any time an artist has been away
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Lady Gaga embodies all the attributes
of music moguls on their best days:

Never mind that from 2013-15, supposedly a period of
decline, she has been ranked consistently among
Forbes’s highest-earning musicians. For the past three
years, she has earned $172 million according to Forbes,
with most of her money coming from touring as well
as commercial ventures such as her Fame fragrance.

existing as a multi-media brand with music at her
core, engaging fans, managing her own business
ventures, and being culturally relevant. She is also a
testament to the importance of staying true to your
artistic vision and yourself.

But here’s the problem with branding: perception
can be reality. For every dollar she’s earned, she has
encountered the “Yes, but” from the pop cognoscenti.
Yes, she makes millions from touring -- but she’s
simply playing off her already-established fan base
instead of winning over a new audience, answer the
critics. Yes, she creates a Grammy award-winning
album with Tony Bennett, Cheek to Cheek in 2014
-- but she’s interpreting pop standards instead of
writing new material, the naysayers respond.

The past few years have not been always kind to
the Lady Gaga brand. She has endured her share
of withering press largely because her 2013 album
ARTPOP failed to match the commercial and
critical success of its predecessors. Her baroque
video productions and songs have been laughed at
for veering into the realm of self-parody. Over the
past few years, Kat George has written of “The Slow
and Bitter End of Lady Gaga’s Career” in Noisey,
Matt Miller of HeyReverb has discussed “How We
All Become Bored” with Lady Gaga, and Lauren
Duca of The Huffington Post has asked, “Lady
Gaga Was the Biggest Pop Star in the World.
What Happened?” -- to cite a few examples of the
blowback she has endured.

Outflanking Critics
Lady Gaga has simply outflanked her critics by taking
her case directly to a broader audience well beyond
her core base of Little Monsters, as she affectionately
calls her fans. For example, in 2015, she turned
heads with a vocal tribute to The Sound of Music
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at the Academy Awards. At the time, her delivery
showcased her singing talent over her oftentimescontroversial theatrics.

But journalists also fell over themselves to
describe the moment, ranging from Patrick
Ryan of USA Today (“Touchdown, Lady Gaga!”)
to CNN’s Melonyce McAfee (“Lady Gaga Nails
National Anthem at Super Bowl 50”). Her more
subdued (for her) look had its desired impact:
both CNN and USA Today focused on the quality
of her vocal delivery, as did most of the national
and regional news media.

And then, at Super Bowl 50 on February 7, 2016,
she re-interpreted her personal brand for a global
audience through her rendition of the National
Anthem. She was considered to be a controversial
choice to sing the National Anthem given her
flamboyant reputation. But as it would turn
out, her rendition challenged perceptions. The
National Anthem is notoriously difficult to sing,
and many performers are simply happy to sing
the patriotic hymn without screwing it up. But
Lady Gaga, attired in a simple red Gucci pantsuit,
delivered a soaring performance worthy of a
Gospel choir. She not only nailed the high notes
perfectly but also caressed them, and she invoked
drama through her phrasing and pacing until she
brought the song to an emotional end.

Just as suddenly as they were vilifying her, the
critics began singing a different tune, speaking of a
“Lady Gaga comeback.” But Lady Gaga never went
away. All this time, she has set standards for other
artists to follow:

She Engages and Empowers Fans
She is all over social media, celebrating her Little
Monsters on sites such as Facebook, Instagram,
Snapchat, and Twitter. But, being Lady Gaga,
she takes engagement to another level: her
LittleMonsters website now boasts 975,000
members worldwide and is most exciting and
vibrant of any celebrity-run communities.

Nearly 112 million people around the world
witnessed the moment -- a broadly defined audience
that includes outliers whose enduring impression of
Lady Gaga is the meat dress she wore on television
six years ago.
Before the Super Bowl even began, social media
exploded with largely reactions from astonished
viewers, including a firestorm on Twitter, which
was meaningful because social media reflects a more
democratic reaction beyond the filter of professional
journalism. Even rough-and-tumble Reddit users
had kind words.

And on the website, she encourages fans to
respect and empower each other as a community.
And if you have ever been to a Lady Gaga
concert, you understand that her shows are not
one-way performances. She involves her fans,
whether inviting them up onstage, calling them
on the phone, or simply celebrating them. Not
surprisingly, marketers cite her as an example of
building customer loyalty. I think community love
is more like it.
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She Is an Artist for the Visual Age

She Expands her Artistic Reach
She has always understood the power of theater,
as her over-the-top appearances at public awards
ceremonies demonstrate. In 2015, she channeled
her knack for drama into her appearance as the
Countess on American Horror Story: Hotel, for which
she won a Golden Globe. Her American Horror
Story performance has been lauded as “her greatest
invention yet” by Daniel D’Addario of Time.
At a time when people upload a blizzard of images
and videos each day, it’s just as important for music
moguls to be seen ad well as heard. Lady Gaga
is a master of visual storytelling. For example,
in 2013, the release of her single, “Applause,”
served a visual feast to the news media. She wore
Kabuki-inspired makeup while making the
rounds in Los Angeles to promote the first single
off ARTPOP. Publications ranging from Buzzfeed
to The Huffington Post responded predictably by
plastering her image across the media landscape.
By appearing in face paint,
Lady Gaga also created a
brilliant visual hashtag for
her fans. Literally all over
the world, Little Monsters
created ARTPOP-inspired
fan art and selfies seemingly
every few minutes on sites
such as Instagram and her
the Little Monsters website.
Lady Gaga not only attracted
attention with her visuals -she inspired action.

She Is Culturally Relevant
She is, of course, noted for being a champion of
LBGT rights and youth empowerment in ways
that go beyond the scope of my blog post. For
instance, in 2012, on the Little Monsters website,
she posted unvarnished photos of her body,
discussed her eating disorders, and encouraged
her fans to accept their own bodies. She is, quite
simply, a champion of human rights. She is
involved in so many philanthropic efforts that
it’s easy to overlook
the many times she
has risen to the
occasion to help
people, whether
donating concert
proceeds
to
victims of the 2010
Haiti earthquake
or
donating
$1 million to
help
victims
of
Hurricane
Sandy. During
the height of her
fame and the
depths of the critical backlash, her commitment
to human rights has been unwavering.

Lady Gaga continues to
remind us that an artist with
vision and compassion for others lives inside the
Lady Gaga brand.
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Conclusion: Lessons Learned
What can we learn from the new music moguls? I’ve shared a
number of conclusions through these profiles, but here’s how I’d
sum them up for both musicians and marketers more broadly:
1. Build Your Brand

And then there are big-time relationships with corporate
brands, as Rihanna’s relationship with Samsung
illustrates. She is far from the only one who has found
help from a well-known global brand to burnish
her image. Kid Rock and Harley-Davidson have sold
motorcycles together, Dodge Ram and Zac Brown have
used their brands to create community goodwill, and
Beck has a partnership with Warby Parker. Oh, and
St. Vincent and Cafe Intelligentsia created their
own branded coffee.

The music moguls understand the importance of
branding -- creating brands for themselves and
getting help from other brands to elevate their music
to a broader audience. To be sure, hustling your
songs is an important element of co-branding. But
there are many more imaginative ways to cozy up to
brands or to create your own brand.
Merchandising is an obvious way to build a brand.
For instance, I like how Father John Misty markets
clever and interesting clothing and pins that play
off the imagery of his album I Love You, Honeybear.
When Courtney Barnett isn’t recording,
she’s selling her own scarves and artwork.
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Brands have created opportunities for lesser known,
indie acts, too. Converse makes available its own
studio for indie acts to record. Panera and TGI
Fridays are among the restaurants that have built up
artists through in-store promotions. Mountain Dew runs
its own recording venture, Green Label.

Similarly, marketers beyond music need to think
beyond the day-to-day tactics of marketing,
communications, and PR, and be creative about
creating equity around a brand. For instance,
Google has deftly repositioned itself to stand for
innovation through its investments into emerging
technology, R&D, and strong thought leadership.
Dunkin’ Donuts isn’t just about donuts; it’s about fun
and playfulness, as shown through how the brand
embraces platforms such as Snapchat and Pinterest.
These are huge businesses that understand the
importance of creating a brand that is bigger than
the sum of its parts.

2. Hustle Your Content

This is not to say you should make songs for the
express purpose of selling them somewhere. Make
songs you believe in. But get creative about finding a
larger audience.

As Katy Perry aptly demonstrates, recording a song
is part of a larger process of song hustling. You don’t
simply make a song and a video to promote it if you
want to rise above the noise: you find creative ways
to insert that music into the public consciousness,
oftentimes by licensing your music for use in
commercials, film, and TV shows.

Similarly, all great brands understand how to create
content and hustle it across multiple platforms.
American Express, Buzzfeed, Red Bull are masters
at creating branded editorial content that the
companies share widely across earned, owned,
and paid media. I call the phenomenon “content
hustling.” Most successful brands go well beyond the
launch of a viral video or blog post. They hustle that
content wherever they can for as long as they can.

John Mellencamp, who began his career at a time
when using your song in a commercial was considered
“selling out,” steadfastly refused to license his songs
for corporate use. But in 2007, he relented to using his
song “My Country” in a Chevrolet commercial. Facing
criticism for the apparent about-face, he said, “I think
the reason people are giving me grief about it is
because I still don’t think people should sell their
songs for commercial use, but things have changed
dramatically. For a guy my age, there’s no place for
our music to be heard. These records take too long.
They’re too hard to make, and they’re too hard to do,
and why would you want to do them unless people
are going to hear them?”

3. Engage Your Fans
Justin Timberlake, Rihanna, Taylor Swift, and Lady
Gaga are aware that every tweet, Facebook post,
Instagram photo, or Snap is followed by millions.
They use those moments to build up their fans
and create engagement, as Justin Timberlake once
did by giving away tickets to his concerts through a
scavenger hunt on Instagram.

You don’t have to be a music mogul to hustle your
songs. Big brands such as Coca-Cola are looking
for music from indie artists to improve their
street cred. Musician AM, a critic’s darling (and
personal friend) but hardly a household name like
Jay Z, licensed every song from his album Troubled
Times to films and TV shows. As I have noted,
platforms such as Muzooka now exist to help artists
find a brand who can act as DJ for their songs, and
Rockbot is a platform that helps brands create
their own playlists.

I’ve heard the argument that engaging fans can hurt
a musician’s mystique. And yes, there is such a thing
as overexposure. But if you’re an indie musician,
there is no such thing as overexposure. You can still
maintain your mystique and be engaging -- you just
need to choose your moments, as Adele does.
An enduring brand such as Disney masters
engagement with its fans. And Disney is the master
of engagement. Disney honors its superfans through
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the D23 official Disney Fan Club, which offers special
rewards and benefits to members, and the D23 Expo,
where attendees get access to exclusive experiences
and content. But you don’t need to be a D23 member
to enjoy Disney’s brand of engagement. Disney
famously builds brand love by creating an experience
at all its theme parks.

dedicated to improving working conditions for
people around the world. The Body Shop succeeds
with cultural relevancy by living its commitment
year after year rather than doing something nice for
the global community as a one-time PR ploy.

5. Be Smart about Being Always On
The music moguls turn the glare of the always-on
media spotlight into a tool to build their businesses.
Miley Cyrus uses Instagram and Facebook to drop
new songs. Beyonce relied on the attention she was
getting for performing in Super Bowl 50 by carpeting
bombing the digital world with a new single,
“Formation” -- an example of brilliant timing. And
Snapchat is engineered for musicians to share
content in creative ways.

4. Create Cultural Relevance
As The New Music Moguls discusses, Lady Gaga
creates cultural relevance by being a champion
of human rights. It’s important to note that the
cultural relevance is a byproduct of her passion
for self-empowerment, not a gimmicky way to gain
attention. In other words, her commitment to her
causes is genuine. but you don’t have to be Lady Gaga
to be culturally relevant. Simply being part of your
community in the best way you know how creates
cultural relevance so long as your involvement is
genuine.

On the other hand, Justin Bieber and Britney
Spears have learned the hard way that the constant
media attention can hurt you -- badly. Their public
stumbles turned both of them into outcasts and
objects of ridicule, and, in Bieber’s case, he seemed
to work very hard to digging himself into a deeper
hole through public misdeeds.

Being culturally relevant takes many other forms,
too: hustling to perform at the right venues (as Wiz
Khalifa did by performing at the SxSW festival
in 2010, and as baby boomer millionaires such as
Paul McCartney do by appearing at venues such
as Lollapalooza); inserting yourself into a public
discussion about music and the sharing economy as
Amanda Palmer has done; or inserting yourself into
the public zeitgeist through topical interests such
as sports. “Weird” Al Yankovic has actually made
a career out of being culturally relevant by making
parody songs about music itself.

The days when reporters would overlook boorish
behavior are long over. Fortunately for both Bieber
and Spears, they learned how to rely on the same
media that hurt them to orchestrate their comebacks.
Many businesses have learned the hard way that
“always on” applies to big companies, too. The
number of brands that have posted embarrassing

The key is to do something
you believe in. For example,
the Body Shop is a very
culturally relevant business.
The company has always made
building global goodwill as
much a part of its mission as
profits. Consequently, the Body
Shop is famous for conducting
its business as a responsible
global citizen. For instance, in
1998, the Body Shop became
a founding member of the
Ethical Trading initiative,
which a collective of businesses
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and inappropriate content in Twitter is so great that
we regularly witness news media round-ups of the
latest social media gaffes. Screw-ups get noticed in an
always-on world. On the other hand, brands such as
Virgin America have relied on the always-on power
of social to be more responsive to customers, whether
responding to queries or building up their customers.
Always-on cuts both ways. The good brands harness
the constant attention to create goodwill.
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6. Diversify
Perhaps the hardest truth to swallow for any artist is
that you’ll probably have to make your real money
outside the realm of music. The music moguls are
preparing themselves for life beyond music by
launching their own business ventures, as noted in
my chapter about Katy Perry.
For the have-nots, having a life outside music looks
far less glamorous and workmanlike: building a
second career elsewhere to augment your income,
whether you’re working in a pub or managing
one. As journalist and music industry expert Cortney
Harding wrote,
We have to get over the notion of the old musical
middle class, where you could put out an album
every two years, do a bunch of tour dates, sell some
t-shirts, and make $75k a year. The new reality
looks like driving for Lyft when you’re home,
maybe taking a few freelance composing gigs for
an ad agency, releasing and touring around your
own music, and bartending at your buddy’s place
on weekends. Is this less fun, perhaps, or more
stressful, than the old way? Absolutely. But it’s
also the new normal.
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Great brands are like the music moguls. They diversify
through development of new services and products
or through acquisitions. Apple has become one of
the world’s most valuable brands by immersing itself
in multiple industries including music, telephony,
and wearables. Disney is about theme parks, movies,
animation, and television, among other strands of
business. Uber is only a few years old, and the peersharing ride service is already expanding off its base
to get into home delivery.
Welcome to the new normal: being ready to adapt
while maintaining your passion.
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